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Introduction
A study of a set of ten academic works by Adriano de Sousa Lopes (1879-1944) (see figure 1), that belongs
to the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Lisbon (FBAUL), was started as part of a PhD research,
specializing in Art Sciences [1].
The project consisted in the study of the painter's artistic period and the conservation and restoration
treatments of Sousa Lopes's academic paintings. The methodology was made in four phases - Historical
Study, Mapping with Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Technical Study and Conservation and
Restoration - which was supported by several researchers and research centres.
A historical and scientific research was developed before the conservation and restoration treatments to
better understand the painter and the paintings. Other exams and analyses were done to help the
identification of the causes of deterioration. The graphic registration of the paintings damages, the exams
and analyses results, and the conservation treatments were all in put in a information system, like QGIS®.
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2. Conservation and restoration
As a case study presents a
work by Adriano de Sousa
Lopes (1879-1944) titled

Nuno Álvares em Valverde

a

from 1904 (FBAUL/3634/P).
These painting are made of
oil on canvas and measured
46 x 55 cm.
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2. Conservation and restoration treatment
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Figure 2– Maps of losses of chromatic of Sousa Lopes' painting’s Nuno Álvares em Valverde.. 46 cm x
55 cm. Liliana Cardeira©.
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Table 1– Mapping results. Liliana Cardeira©.
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Figure 3– Map of cleaning process. Liliana Cardeira©.
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Figure 1 - Academic paintings by Adriano de Sousa Lopes, belonging to the Colection of the FBAUL. A-Madalena
junto ao túmulo de Jesus, B - Nu masculino deitado, C-Vaca, D-Retrato de Senhora com xaile vermelho, E-Batalha
entre gregos e troianos, F-Nuno Álvares em Valverde, G-Tronco nu masculino de costas, H-Cerco de Lisboa 1384, IRetrato de Senhora com chapéu, J -Cópia de Carlos I de Inglaterra,). Liliana Cardeira© and Mafalda Cardeira©.

1. Maps of degradation [2]

After assessing the state of conservation of the painting and its
structure, a conservation and restoration intervention methodology
was devised and applied to meet the needs of each individual
piece, as well as to respect the ethical criteria of Conservation and
Restoration [3, 4, 5].
Treatments carried out:
•Facing with rabbit glue (See line d);
• Tear treatment with the technique of textile microsurgery;
• Quimical cleaning. We used 3 cleaning systems (a mixture of
nonpolar and polar organic solvents [6], gelled polar organic
solvents [7] and a solution of demineralized water and one drop
of Brij ® 35 surfactant of neutral pH for remove the dirty on the
surface) [7] (See figure 3 and 4);
• Application of traditional fillers;
• Chromatic reintegration with a distinctive tecnhique
(Chromatic Selection) (See line e);
• Application of a layer aldehyde urea varnish (Laropal A81®)
diluted with isopropyl alcohol (See line f).
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1. Maps of degradation

To record and better understand the degradation phenomena
Geographic Information System (QGIS) software was used [2].
Maps of linear drawing, craks, FXR, samples and losses were some
of the alterations record with QGIS. For instance, the mapping in
QGIS, in addition to the visual information, allows quantifying the
number of losses, and classified the area of loss depending to their
size (see table 1).
Through the QGIS® program it is possible to view thematic maps
developed before and during the intervention. This poster shows
the following mappings:
• Losses (Figure 2)
• Linear draw (a)
•Cracks (b)
•Sample collection zones for laboratory study (c)
•Analysis zones by X-ray fluorescence (FRX) ©
•Facing (d)
•Cleaning zones (Figure 3)
•Chromatic reintegration (e)
•Aplication of protective layer (f)
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Figure 4 - Several stages of cleaning in painting. From right to left, detail before and after cleaning
with TRISOLV, acetone gel and Brij®35. Liliana Cardeira©.

This study demonstrates a work that The information system used, QGIS®, allowed the creation of several maps of the surfaces that facilitated the reading and interpretation of the pictorial
data, both the technical and conservative survey, as well as the conservation and restoration treatments performed. The results achieved it appears that it is a process that can be done in real
time. The conservation and restoration intervention were guided by the minimum intervention and the reversibility of the materials used, in order to ensure the life of the work and future
interventions. The main objective being the structural stabilization of the paintings. Support treatments (such as tear treatment through textile microsurgery), chemical cleaning (Two cleaning
systems were tested: a mixture of nonpolar and polar organic solvents and gelled polar organic solvents) and distinguish chromatic reintegration were some of the treatments carried out.
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